
07.08.2020 | ONLINE PORTAL OF THE MTM ACADEMY NOW EVEN
MORE USER-FRIENDLY

In the past weeks, the online portal and the web shop of the MTM Academy were given a
facelift with the active support of the MTM Institute. Just in time for the start of the 2020/21
training and further education season, the web shop now presents itself even more user-
friendly. Thus, the different course formats - classroom, webinar, e-learning - are now visible
at first glance.
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Right on the start page there is an overview of the entire training offer of the MTM Academy -
altogether more than 60 classroom courses, e-learnings and webinars. An important note: If
no dates are given for your desired training, please contact Christel Dornbach from the course
organization, e-mail: christel.dornbach@dmtm.com She will offer you a solution.

If you have already decided on a qualification and are now looking for specific dates for the
individual training courses, you can simply filter for MTM practitioner, MTM instructor, EAWS
practitioner, EAWS instructor or further training courses via the menu bar in the upper left
corner. Additional filters are the type of training (presence, e-learning, webinar) and the
course language (German, English, Spanish, Italian, Hungarian, Polish, Czech) in the upper
right corner.

General documents such as the valid training and examination regulations or the training
structure are also made available on the booking portal. Under the menu item "Information"
the user will also find information on the individual training courses, date and price lists, forms
and forms, an overview of the locations for attendance events as well as directions and hotel
information.

Gain your own impression of the new online portal HERE.

If you have any questions regarding bookings or the materials in the download centre, the
following contact persons will be happy to help you:

mailto:christel.dornbach@dmtm.com
https://platform.dmtm.com/?lang=en


Public training courses
Presence+Webinar+E-Learning
Christel Dornbach
christel.dornbach@dmtm.com

In-house training courses
Presence+Webinar
Sabine Schneider
sabine.schneider@dmtm.com

MTM Download Center
Andrea Hilliger
andrea.hilliger@dmtm.com
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Your Contact

Ina Klose-Hegewald
Team Leader Communication and Marketing
Phone +49 40 822779-49

ina.klose@mtm.org
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